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Ideology and Transition in South Alfuica
Frederik van Zyl Slabbert

More than 25 years ago Theo Hanf entered my life by asking me to be part of
his research project on the prospects of peaceful change in South Africa, subsequently published under the title: SA: The Prospects of Peaceful Change, by
Hanf, Weiland and Vierdag. I was a social scientist teaching at the University of
Cape Town at the time. Our rdationship deepened into 3. long and rewarding
friendship and Hanf has played a significant role in my own intellectual development as well as influencing critical decisions I have taken and which have had.
a profound impact on my life.
This introducrory note is necessary for the simple reason that, although I reit as a great honour to be invited to present a paper at a co1loquium for
Theo Hanf on his 60th birthday, I cannot pretend to be writing as a full time
scholar or researcher. Partly because of the influence of friends such as Theo
Hanf, I write this paper as a failed and retired politician; former full-time academic and currently an apprentice entrepreneur, part-time teacher and backroom facilitator of the transition process in South Africa. Although many of my
ideas have been blunted and contaminated by practice, I have never lose my passion for analysis and discussion, which has been sustained by friendships with
scholarly colleagues who maintain an enduring interest in the affairs of South
Africa. So what follows is more an analytical oil check on the current state of
tranSition in South Africa than a comprehensive intellectual c:Iismantling of the
vehicle and mechanisms of change.

gard

from Antagonists to Ideological Bedfellows: The ANC and the NP
Gustav Bergman coined one of the most useful deftnitions of an ideological
statement: a value judgement presented as a statement of fact.! An ideology is a
system of inter-connected ideas and beliefs at the core of which can be found
such key statements. Value judgements can of course be presented. for what they
Bergman, G: Ideology, in Brodbeck, M.: Readings in rhe
lier, MxMiItan Led.. London, 1971, pp. 123133.
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are. But ideologies tend to increase their motive power for a variety of reasons
(of which political mobilisation is not the least common) by insisting that a value
is a self-evident fact. All powerful political ideologies appropriate "history" as
their ally, in order to persuade their followers that they are in step with inevitable unfolding events. For decades before 1990, South .Africa was the battleground for an ideological conflict between the National Party and the African
National Congress. There were other ideological conflicts as well, but the major
one was between these two antagonists.
At the core of the ideological edifice of apartheid and separate development
was the belief, presented as fact, that people from different races, cultures and
ethnic groups could not be accommodated within the same political system. "&
a matter of simple fact" powerful CClltrifugal political forces at work Ï1l South
Africa made it inevitable and necessary- to allow racial and ethnic groups to develop separately". Right up to the time of De Klerk's famous speech on 2 February 1990, which precipitated the process of negotiated transition, any serious
suggestion that the cultural, ethnic, and racial diversity of South Africa could be
accommodated within the same nation-state was ridiculed by the ruling establishment as out of touch with "the reality" of South Africa.
ti

.Ar. the core of the national democratic revolution of the ANC was the belief
that South Africa was "one nation" with "one people". Whaea5 cultural and racial diversity was acknowledged, as political phenomena they were subjected to
the "popular will of the people" and "the masses," Such powerful centripetal
forces were at work in South Africa that all social, economic and political inequality had to be overcome in a political system of democratic centralism within
a strong unital}" nation-state. Arrt suggestion that ethnic, racial and cultural diversity had to be constitution.a1ly accommodated was regarded as extremely suspect by the liberation establishment and, more often than not, as an attempt to
undermine "the masses" and perpetuate a "divide-and rule-policy.
II

In Hanf's terms, at the hc~ght of confrontation from Verwoerd to De Klerk,
on the one hand, and from T ambo to Mandela on the other, South Africa had a
dominant minority ideology of ethnic ex.clusivism vs. a liberation majority ideolog of Jacobin egalitarianism. These competing ideologies were translated into
political strategies predicated on the assumption that the success of the one depended on the destruction of the other. The dominant minority, particularly
during the 1980's developed a "total stratcr3''' to meet the "total onslaught" of
the ANC'.., whereas the ANC adopted the "national democratic revolution" with
a four pillar strategy of "armed Struggle", "international isolation", "dom.estic
mobilisation", and "underground struggle" to destroy the regime in power.z &
This was a lonna! decision adopted
bia in 1985.

at

the ANC Annual Conferencc in exile aI Kubwe in Zam-
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late as 1989, the idea of compromise and negotiated transition was entertained
by very few on either side, and then only in secret.

Within four years of Mandela's release, a transitional paa had been negotiated. between the National Party and the ANC in which.it was agreed th3I;
-

a government of national unity would rule for five years, until

-

a fmal constitution had been negotiated and fully fledged elections could be
held in terms of it by 1999;

-

South Africa would be governed under an interim constitution which would
make provision for a constitutional court with justiciable powers over a bill
of rights;
there would be constitutional govcnunc.nt in whidl fundamental rights of
citizens and minorities would be removed from the area of political contest
and entrenched in the constitution,

-

-

traditional authority and customary law would be accommodated. and the
principle of self-determination of minorities could also be explored. with a
view to its territorial significance;
a free-market

economy would function

as the fundamental

"engine of

growth" in the economy.
In short, both sides embraced through negotiation precisely what they had rejected as being out of touch with "the reality" of the South African situation, a
common ideology whose major features are:

-

inclusive "nation-building"

nationalism;

-

a liberal democratic constitution; and

-

economic growth driven

by a free-market economy.

Wllnan: Happened?
This is undoubtedly the most dangerous question to answer in science and particularly in the humanities. The temptation to drift into profound metatheoretical discussions can be irresistible. The need to steer a course between
reductionism and holism, voluntarism and determinism, individualism and collectivism can consume almost all the time available to answer the question. Perhaps the shortest answer to the question "What happened" would be "A lot of
things", but that would still beg the question. A few of them can be listed. without much, if any, discussion.
Undoubtedly, in the external dimension, the rapprochement between
Reagan and Gorbachev was of cardinal importance. Tt not only preáprt:.tted the
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eventual collapse of the Central and Eastern European communist states (who
strongly supported the revolutionary ambitions of the ANC), but also heralded
an important shift betweea the super-powers on what they perceived to be the
resolution of regional conflict, e.g. Afghanist:Ul, Angol:1, Namibia. In shorr, exporting revolution was out, and negotiating conflia W:lS in.

Also in the

external dimen&on, the debllitanng costs ot the war iD. Angola
for the South African regime combined with the efficacy of financial sanctions
made negotiations as a survival strategy more palatable.
Domestically, or in the internal dimension, economic stagnation precisely
when the globalisation of the international economy W:lS beginning to take off,
coupled with the debilitating costs of maintaining a secureeraric state and funding ineffective "homeland" governments, made a continuing policy of co-optive
domination increasingly unattractive,
Prom the ANC's perspective, the loss of Central and East European patronage, the fall from grace of revolutionary violence using the tactics of terror and
the decreasing likelihood of victory in the liberation war must have had a sobering impact on even the most ardent dogmatists within ANC ranks.
In the individual dimension, and in the context of what has been sketched
above, nobody can ignore the pragmatic and rational impact of both Mandela
and De Klerk at the opening and early stagcs of Ilegotiation. There was nothing
"inevitable" about thcir interaction; both could have pursued other options be-

sides nCbQtiations.In this r~d

also, the role of Joe Slovo in introducing the

idea of power-sharing and a government of national unity at a time when it appeared negotiations were breaking down after CODESA Il' collapsed was of
critical significance. He too had other options available,

Still in the individual dimension, the ANC's prospects of getting into power
at much lower costs than anticipated and the NP's prospects of sacrificing
power without losing it (;ompletdy will no doubt have added impetus to their
developing pragmatism and willingness to accommodate as negotiations proceeded.

But none of the above addresses the question as to why they agreed 011 a
liberal democracy as the acceptable political ideology and why they accepted a
free-market economy as the acceptable ideology for economic reform. Possibly
here too there is an internal and external dimension to the answer. & far as liberal democracy is concerned, it has two defining characteristics thar make it attractive to ostensibly irreconcilable antagonists searching for compromise.
There were three attempts
MPF (Multi-Party Forum)

;tt
at

structuring oegoWtions: CODESA 1, CODESA 11 :uJd 6nally the
the World Trade Centre in Kempton PW subsequent tO Slovo's

straregic document,

"
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Schmitter" refers to them. as the principles of "contingent consent" and
"bounded uncertainty". The former is the principle thar the party that wins an

electoral romen will not abuse its victory to deny those who lose the

Opp6ftUnity to win next rime, and those who lost will :lCCeptthe right of those who win
to take binding decisions over them until next time. Bounded uncertainty is the
principle thar certain rights, e.g. freedom of association, speech, religion, etc.,

are constitutionally entrenched and removed from the capricious will of any
dominant party. For a minority, a liberal democracy constrains the 'Will of a majority and. gives them a place in the SWl, for a majority a liberal democracy prevents the danger of a militant but powerful excluded minority disrupting the
governance of the majority. To put .it succinaly, it appears that nothing can
convince a party to accept a liberal demoaacy more quickly than the prospect
of an intractable opponent in power or in opposition.
A free-market economy. or to use its vulgar name, capitalism, like socialism,
is a modernising ideology, However. the ANC, given the events in Central and
Eastern Europe, found themselves at a disadvantage in trying to promote command-economy socialism as the appropriate modernising ideology. The National Party, on the other hand, who for a long time had tried to impose a white
racist welfare state on a variation of racial capitalism, had no choice, in saaifieing power, but to accept that a free-market economy was the only alternative.
Because ncitha could capture complete power, both had to WOO the private
sector into their strategies for political transition. "Business") recovering from a
period of breathless gratitude and surprise at the relative painlessness of the
transition, are now becoming quite assertive about the imperative of growth in a
free-market economy. Which brings the focus of attention to the external dimension of why liberal democracy combined with a free-market economy is
ruJW the prevailing ideology of the government of national unity in South Africa.

Two Dominant Global Trends
A great deal has been written about how the drive towards democratisation and
twO dominant trends over the last 20 years.s
These are two primaty export commodities from the consolidated democracies
of the West and have had a profound impact on the political transition and eco-

free-market reforms have become

O'Dowtdl, Schmitta and Whitehead: Trtmntions /nm Aurbrnittsrian lUie, Vol, 1-lV, The
Univ~o/
Press. 1988. And many other amcles subsequcntly published by Phillipe Schmitter.

John Hopkins

Two Volumes of the Journal of Democr~

(/OD): (a) Capitalism,Socialism and Democracy.

Vol. ,3, ~o 3, July 1993;, (b) Econo~
Refonn ;lI1Q Oemoaacy, Yot 5, No 4,
provide lnpU~ from a WIde range of mtcntation:u scholars on these two trends.

October 1994,
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nomic reforms of countries in Latin America, Southeast Asia, Central and Eastern Europe as well as Africa. The Bretton Woods lnstitutions - the IMF and the
World Bank - and international donor agencies and donor countries, use, either
explicitly or implicitly, the criteria of liberal democracy and/or free-marker economics to judge whether a country's political and/or economic reforms are

movin& in the "ri&ht direction",
The predominance

of the drive towards a free-market economy underpins
the globalisation or internationalisation of economic life. Increasingly, megacorporations are acting in terms of an economy that does not recognise or respect nation-state frontiers and boundaries. This has profound implications for
the dornestie political developments of particular countries, including South Airica. The ANC in power in South Africa cannot afford to act as if it were isolated from the international economy, not unless it wishes to slide into economic sragnation and dependency. As one commentator pUIS it; liThe basic
situation facing government of devdoping countries is ont: of very strong pressures to liberalise, both from the international economy and from international
financial institutions, accompanied by strong domestic resistance to reform because of short-run costs."&No COWltJ}' that wishes to "successfully" democratise
or reform can do so in isolation or in an arbitrary manner. There are simply too
many international agencies and powerful countries to see to it that they stay on
the "right track" or perish. The Bonn Conference On Economic Co-operation in
Europe in April 1990 affirmed that "demQ~C in~ity~Qnlimg ~bonomi~f"edom foster economic and social progress," ... "that the performance of market
based. economies relies primarily on the freedom of political enterprise", and
that "economic freedom for the individual includes the right to freely own, buy,
sell and otherwise utilise property. Similarly the Charter of Paris for a new
Europe in November, 1990 saw the leaders of the CSCE (Conference on Security and Co-operation in Europe) proclaim the end of the cold war and affinned
the link between politics and economics by stating: "Freedom and political pluralism are necessary dements in our common objective of developing market
economies toward sustainable economic growth, prosperity, social justice, expanding employment and efficient use of economic resources." These are powêfful 9êi'i~~§
d6 d6ubt helped to sha.pe the mmds of negouators ~ the
ANC and NP when they eventually became ideological bedfellows. It is well to
remember that this is essentially a marriage of convenience rather than one
rushed into with unrestrained passion.

ma~

The "victory" of liberal democracy and capitalism is too recent not to remind us that this was essentially:an ideological victory about the "best" way to
Geddes, B.: Ch:Ulenging the Convaltional
7

JOD, Val. 3. No

'.July 1993. pA.

Wl5dom.JOD,

VolS, No 4, Oerober 1994, p.l05.
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be democratic and bring about economic development. When a respected ana-

lyst like Peter Berger states unequivocally that "democracy depends on a market
economy'" and is joined by Kyung-Won: "It is in the nature of capitalism that it
secretly nurtures and eventually unleashes democratic forces", they are quickly
challenged by Oause Ake: "In the end, the bourgeoisie succeeded in replacing
with 'liberal democracy' which was not so much fPt politi~ morality
as an economic convenience - the political correlate of the market, necessary for
optimising its sustainability and efficacy"10, or Miliband: "Liberal democracy
equals capitalist democracy - a contradiction in terms ~ it is oligarchic rule tempered by democratic forms - democracy is an intrinsic part of socialism?».
Somewhere in this debate you can be sure that value judgements will be defended as self-evident statements of fact.
~9Q'acy

It seems to be in the nature of political ideologies mat mey, at some or other
st~e, get increasingly out of touch with prevailing socio-economic and political
circumstances and if then are clung to too dogmatically, generate all kinds of
tensions. This undoubtedly was the case with apartheid and separate development as well as democratic centralism and socialism, and perhaps facilitated the
process by means of which the NP and ANC embraced a common ideology of
narion-building, liberal democracy and economic reform. In doing so, they find
themselves "in tune" with the international environment and now face the challenge of making this ideology "werk" for the "new South Africa". In meeting
this challenge, new tensions and paradoxes are being created which I will twn to

Ui a&iHbiE.

•

One or Two Complicating Factors
In a brilliant, short, incisive article, Dahl has pointed out that there is persistent
tension between the central tenet of a liberal democracy and that of a freemarket: economy that cannot be resolved withour some form of state intervention.U The core tenet of a liberal democracy is thar of an "egalitarian rights culture"; whereas the core tenet of a free-market ec:onomy IS that of inequality in
the capacity to take risk, generate 'Wealth and own the means of production.
a

Bager, P.: The Una:nain

Triumph of Dc::moc::wic Capitalism, JOD, Vol, 3, No 3, July 1993,

pp.26-28.
9

Kyung-Won, Kim: Marx, Schu.mpeter and the East Asian Experi~,

JOD, Vol. 3, No 3, July

1993, pp. 28-30.
Vol, 3, No 3,]Wr 1994, pp. JC>,H.

10

Alee, Claude: Devaluing Dcmocr"r:'f,JOD.

II

Miliband, R.; The Future of SoWlism,JOD, Vol. 3, No 3,]uly 1993, pp. 41-43.

12

Dahl. R. Why Free Markets are nor Enough, JOD. Vol. ,. No J,July 1993, pp. )8-40.
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There are circumstances where "competitive markets may be excessively harmful to the processes and institutions of democratic government" .•' Przeworski,
who shows why markets do not necessarily produce the most efficient or justifiable outcomes, and may lead to state intervention, supports him. •• The dilemma
is obvious: if competitive markets generate wealth and groweh most efficiently,
how is the subsequent economic inequality mediated or managed. by a political
system that promotes equality and egalitarian rights. This dilemma has profound
policy implications for deeply divided and economically unequal countries, such

as South Africa
A liberal democracy presupposes the existence of a cohesive and viable nation state, a point made by both Schmitter» and Ra'anaan. As the latter puts it:
"It has been one of the fallacies of contemporary political thought, partirularly
in the W est, to assume that the intematÏonal arena of the 20th centwy is occupied largely, if not exclusively, by nation-states or nation-states to be. "I~ Wtth
reference to Africa, Adedeji bemoans the fact thaI "among the most unenviable
of Africa's colonial legacies is the plethora of minuscule states -with borders
drawn up in the capitals of Eurcpe.?" One of the unenviable legacies of the
govenuncnt of national. unity in South Africa is to undo the "minuscule states"
whose borders were drawn up in the administrative capital of Pretoria and to
forge a viable and cohesive nation-state for the new South Africa, while concurrently pursuing the ideals of liberal democracy and free--market reforms. At the
same time, as was pointed out above, the modem narion-stare is coming under

increasing pressure from the globalisation of the economy. Perhaps these dilemmas confronting the creation of a viable nation-state in South Afric:l. are tecreating a "common loyalty" and citizenship. For those in South Africa who still nurture hopes
sponsible for Mandela's obsession with "nation-building" and

of ethnic exclusivism
intolerance.

Or

self-determination,

"nation-building"

smacks of Jacobin

Whidl brings us to another complicating factor. the relevance of ethni.city
for "nation-building", "liberal democracy" and "competitive markets". For dec-

ades, conventional wisdom on South Africa took racial and ethnic conflict as inevitable and enduring. Now, into the sixth year of a deal-driven or pacted transition, one of the extraordinary characteristics of "the new South African is the
Il

Op'at.

'i

Pzreworski, Adam: The Neo-Liberal Fal12.l.y,JOD, Vol. 3, No 3,July 1993, pp. 4S.57.

15

Schmitter, P.: More liberal, Pre-Liberal or POSt-Liberal,JOD,
15-22.

16

11

Ra'lUlllllJl: 'The Nation
State Fallacy, in: Momville,
Ethrsic Societies, Lexington books, 1990, p.S.

~i,

A.:Ali ~vc

Vol 6, No I. January 1995,

J.v.: C()l2flia and Peacrmakïng

rOl"A~c:J,JOD, Vol ~,No ~,{kober. t~~4,pp. m.B2.

pp.

in Multi·
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low level of inter-racial and inter-ethnic eonflice. The conflict in KwaZuluINatal
is intra- rather than inter-ethnic and has more to do with the stxuggle between
traditionalism and modernity, or as Adam and MoodIer put it. it is "an insideroutsider problem"." White-black confrontation has been peripheral and isolated,
while concerns ibout Afrikaner self-determination and ethnic exclusivism are
cu.rrently being mediated in negotiations and discussions rather than in adversarial or open confrontation.
Does this mean that the potential for racial and ethnic conflict, partic;;ularly
of a violent nature, has disappeared? It would be premature to think so. Racial

and ethnic relations are going through fascinating dynamics, but the structural
inequalities between white and black and the relative deprivation between rural
and urban dwellers, arc such that the potential for racial and ethnic conflict
should not be underestimated. However, precisely because of the adoption of an
ideology of "nation-building", "liberal democrac;;y" and "competitive markets",
there is a conscious and sustained effort to underplay and even negate the relevance of race and cthnicity. Nobody has been more tireless in bis efforts to

promote ~ kind of conciliation ,hm Mmgbl~ hinYdf. HG h~ fGpGitSd!y ~nG
out of his way to placate me fears of the white minority about black domination
and also sought out traditional ethnic leadership to assure them of their role in
n a new South Africa."
Heisler provides an interesting perspective in trying to Wlderstand what is
happening to ethnic and racial relations, also. in South Africa. He argues
there are "empirically and analytically" important differences in ethnicity and
ethnic relations across four historical settings: (a) "small pre-literate isolated so-

mat

cial systems"; (b) "larger more complex multi-ethnic but still pre-induruial

•

50"

cieties"; (c) "the integration of modem states, nationalism and the attenuation of
classic ethnicity in the West"; and (cl) "modem-societies into the post-nationalist
era",19 In short, the key variable is the presence or absente of individual choice
across these settings, i.e., the more traditional, the less choice, and the more
modem, the greater the degree of choice the individual has in being ethnic. He
argues that "the availability of choice: is the funaion of modernity and of the
character of liberal democracies" .20 The egalitarian narure of liberal democratic
citizenship does not resonate comfortably with the particularistic tendencies of
ethnic membership and that is why in modern liberal democracies one finds the

18

19

10

.Adam, H. ac Moodley, K.: The Negoliated RewllJ.lion.' Soc:i.eryd."d Politics in Post Apartheid
South AJric4; Jowman Ball Publishers, 1993. One of the most i.G:!ightNi aAalyses of the nego.
tiaEion and post negeriatien process.

Hiester, M.: Ethnicity
69·74.
"",.
vp02,

ac Ethnic

Relations in. the Modem West, in: Montville, J.V.: Op cit., pp.
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phenomenon of "ethnic nesting" where, for particular purposes on particular
occasions, the individual chooses to be ethnic, but not in such an encompassing
way that it threatens the rights and privileges of citizenship in a liberal democracy.
The relevance of the above insights for the South African situation lies
therein that we have both involuntary traditional ethnicity and voluntary' modem
ethnicity present in a country trying to become a liberal democracy, Even Mandela annually chooses to "nest" with his ethnic roots among dan members
whose ethnic membership is not a matter of choice. This trafficking of modern
Xhosa, Zulu, Sotho, etc. to traditional counterparts has played an important role
in undercutting the potential for inter-ethnic violence as well as softening the
harsh dividing line between "insiders" and "outsiders". However, the conflict
between Inkatha" and the ANC is precisely about Buthelezi also consolidating a
traditionalist ethnic power base in order to bargain a better share of the spoils in
a liberal democratic nation-state. Similarly, Afrikaner Nationalists, who during
the apartheid era tried to make the entire state their" nesting" ground, now fmd
themselves "nestless" and are busy negotiating minority privileges within a liberal democracy in areas of education, agriculture, local community autonomy
and cultural rights of language and religion.
In short, it is scill too early into the South African transition to dismiss ethnicity and race as sources of potential conflict. Much will depend on how the final constitution and electoral system works out, and how the emerging modernising elite cope with the tensions and paradoxes that arise from the adoption
of a new dominant ideology.

•

The Concurrent

Pursuit of Many Virtues; The Problem of SÏ1rlIrulItalI1leity

Many commentators have stressed the point that there is no necessary relationship beeweea regime type and the success of economic reforms. It is possible to
have democracy without reform, reform without democracy, reform and democracy, no reform and no democracy. As· Pareworski puts it, "we still know
little about markers and democracies and the little we do know, does not suppOrt any ideological blueprints. "22 Be that as it may, those who govern South Africa at the moment believe it possible to pursue four overarching goals successfully at the same time: to complete the process of democratisation by 1999; to

~I

1nlutha is a political put;' with a strong Zulu traditio~ suppon base with M. Butheiezi as its
lesder :md vehemently opposed to rae ANC. There are numerous non·1nkatha Zulu supponers
of the ANC as well,

22

Opcit.
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stimulate economic growth through competitive markets; to develop a strong
human rights culture; and to deliver unto the socio-economic needs of the citizens. With these goals in mind, they have mobilised considerable resources to
create the infrastructure for their concurrent and separate realisation.
As far as the process of democratisation is concerned:
-

an interim constitution has been negotiated to guide government until the
final one has been negotiated;

-

general elections for interim national and provincial governments were hdd
in April 1994 with elections for local goverrunents following in November
1995;

-

a constitutional court has been appointed and which has demonstrated its
independence by over-ruling decisions of the president and parliament;

-

a constitutional

-

the fust general elections under the final eonstirurien are scheduled for June
1999;

-

the whole process of constitutional change thus far carries the hallmarks of a

assembly has finalised the negotiated constitution;

typical liberal democracy; and
-

together with the above, bills arc being finalised for
an

electoral system,

an independent electoral commission, and
provincial and local government competences .

•

.As far as economic growth is concerned:
-

a tripartite negotiation forum has been created to engage government, labour

-

and business in formulating policies for economic reform;
the independence of the Reserve Barik has been guaranteed;
the primacy of the market as the source for economic growth has been

-

woptro: wd
- the eventual abolltion of exchange control and the anracdon of fonJgn khigh on the economic agenda.
As far as developing a strong human rights culture is concerned.:
- a Commission for Gender Equality and a Human Rights Commission have
vestment are

been appointed;
-

a Commission

for Truth and Reconciliation has been

appointed to enquire

into "gross violations against human rights" and to provide amnesty where
necessary and reparation where possible; and

P.ll
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-

a Bill of Riglus is to be entrenched in the: constitution and is protected by
the Constitutional Court.

-

A pervasive theme in all of the above is the protection of civil liberties and
rights and the guarding againSt discriminóltion on the basis of race, cthnic:ity,
gender, sexual orientation, religion and language.

&

far as delivery

-

A ministry without portfolio has been created specifically to devise a recon-

of socio-economic

needs is concerned:

struction and development policy for all line departments dealing with basic
services such as housing, health, education, environment, finance, communication, transport, etc,
-

On 27 November 1995, a national growth and development strategy was
adopted for the national, provincial and local governments. Departments
were given the responsibility to set targetS for policy implementation and to
report back by June 1996.

-

The civil service as the major State institution of delivery is to be rationalised
and transformed to help it serve the new goals of government better.

Contraty to popular perception, the new regime's app:u-ent ambivalence and paralysis does not arise from doing nothing, but from trying to do too much. So
far, there have been only limited attempts to
the concurrent pursuit of
these goals or to prioriuse them. Consequently, tensions and paradoxes arise
that present the government of national unity with difficult and sometimes politically painful policy trade-offs, For instance:

wgo

-

The tension between the need for political stability and excessive populist
political participation. It is the democratic right of disgruntled groups to
manifest their discontent through lIU.SS protest. But what does the government, and particularly the ANC, do, when from their own support base
striking workers trash city streets, nurses abandon hospital wards, the
homeless invade land for emergency housing or illegally ocrupy vacant
properties, or refuse to repay bond premiums? How does the Government
prevent the rights of some people being trampled upon, while others exercise theirs?

-

The tension between the imperatives fot economic growth and industrial
democracy. Policy measures suggested fo, stimulating growth include,
among others, abolition of exchange control, scrapping minimum wages and
privatising state assets. However, the interest groups that will feel the pain of
these measures, i.e., the trade unions, are an integral part of the political coalition that constitutes the ANC., and it, in tum, is the dominant partner in the
government of national unity. In dealing with this problem, what signals

•
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it send to the international investor community, local business and its

own political support base?

.

-

The tension between, for example, transforming the criminal justice system
and applying a human rights culture to combating crime. "Almost every
country undergoing the changeover to democracy has suffered from greater
domestic insecurity, higher crime rates, increases in political violence and
more frequent disruption of basic services. "lJ South Africa is no exception.
Transfonning the police, the courts and the prisons are seen as absolutely
essential to combating crime. At the same time, .:l great deal of crime is
committed by juveniles, such as house breaking, car hijacking, mugging, drug
trafficking. etc. What are the rights of law enforcers and victims? Does the
Government get tough on crime by suspending hwuan rights? How does it
articulate a hwnan rights culture while combating crime?

-

The tension between efficient delivery in the civil service and "affirmative
action". I use quotation marks deliberately, because what we have in South
Africa is certainly not "affirmarive action" USA style. There, excluded minorities are integrated into the privileges of a dominant majority. In South
Africa, an excluded majority can never be integrated into the privileges of a
previously dominant minority. Of necessity, we have to broaden the skills
base, particularly our managerial capacity, if we are to have any hope of
meeting the demands of development. It is a matter of simple survival, not
of assuaging liberal guilt or past imbalances in this sphere. Those who have
suffered the disadvantages of inadequate training and education in the past
have to be promoted into positions demanding skills and expertise that they
do not currently have, while those who previously held these positions either
retire, or are retrenched or create obstacles for the process of transforma-

•

tion. There are, of course, those who assist with the transformation itself .
Overall, however, the civil service faces

two

major dilemmas as it attemptS

ID improv~ thQ @ffidooqrof druiu~WI10UJ ID ~~t
gd 8~ "!ffirul ~1W1" ~MM
the past, particularly from former homeland governments, and how to train
as many top class managers as soon as possible to speed up efficient deliv-

ery.
No doubt many more of these tensions and paradoxes exist and can be identified, e.g. the tension between the pursuit of gender equality and human rights
and the recognition of traditional leadership and customary law. The point is,
however, that the pursuit of these over-arching goili need not necessarily be incompatible with each other, but the practical relationships between them are not
self-evident either. These will have to be articulated through a series of dearly
defined policy trade-offs, Failure to trade off between them creates the impres2)

Sc:hminer, P.: Dangers and Dilemmas of Democracy, JOD, Vol. 5, No 2, April 1994. p.70.
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sion that the government of national unity is paralysed. because of the apparent
contradictions generated by the simultaneous pursuit of those goals. Ina-easing
inaction in the face of escalating demands for delivery and the need to consoli-

date the gains of democratisation is not a happy mix for the political calendar.
A Conundrum

on the Political Calendar

"If simultaneity cannot be avoided and shock treatment is politically impossible,
the problem can be resolved by waiting until the economic costs of maintaining
excessive interventionist policies outweigh the costs of reform. "lI 'Ibis advice
sounds all too rational and mechanistic for an emerging and fragile demoaacy
like South Africa. In any case, it presupposes an inordinate degree of control
over a whole range of factors, e.g. the machinery of state, the political support
b~~and the mtemal and e2bterni'J ~wn9mi<; environment, However, it dQe$
identify a serious conundrum that faces the government of national unity, and
more specifically the ANC as senior partner, and likely to govern alone after the
next elections:
"If the costs of economic reform are too high for a si.gnificant sector of
the voting public, they will exercise their democratic rights in order to
stall or prevent reform. This could lead. to economic stagnation or decline which, in tum, could manifest itself in political conflict that could
undermine democracy."
or
"Does a G<>vemment restrain democratic exuberance in order to push
through economic reforms, or slow down economic reform in order to
consolidate democracy?"

•

or
"What is the correct balance between democratisation and economic reform?"

This conundrum is of course the dilemma between the concurrent pursuit of a
liberal democracy and a free-market economy that Dahl and Pruworski identified earlier on. My guess is that if the ANC, as future govemmem and current
senior partner in the govern.mcnt of national unity, had to choose on which side
of the conundrum to come down, it would prioritise democracy over economic
reform. This does not mean it would abandon reform for democracy, but certainly that it would concern itself with consolidating the democratic infrastruc14

Armyo, Basteker & Lewenthal. The Problems of Simu1t=eous TloIIlsitions, IOD, Vol. S, No 4,
October 1994,pp.161-195
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tule that it has created, including its own support base, rather than risk that by
embarking on painful economic reforms. This may "irritate" the local business
sector and "alarm" pot~ntial investors from abroad, but the simple point i3 that
if the democratic infrastrucrurc is destroyed it is not clear what type of regime
would take its place. Nor is it clear whether this would be to the advantage of
business in the long run.

By speculating that the ANC would come down on the democracy side of
the conundrum, I do not wish to imply that the choice will be trouble-free and
easy. In the run-up to the 1999 elections, there are some imponderables that
could have a decisive effect on the outcome.
Some Imponderables

on the Road to 1999

High on the list must be Mandela's succession. Thabo Mbeki will succeed Man·
dela after the elections. He is unllkely to deviate in any significant W7:f from
Mandela's policies, except that he cannot rely on the same degree of international and domestic adulation, nor enjoy the same unaitical obedience of the
ANC movement. He is unlikely to be as conciliatory as Mandela, particularly to

whites. beC2Usesome elements within me ANC fe~ Mandela has oV@fdonethis.
However Mbeki is firmly committed to liberal democracy and economic reform.
The so-called "insider-outsider"

problem. Adam and Moodley put it as fol-

lows: "South Africa is heading toward a corporate state where business, state

bureaucrats and unionised labour in the from of the ANCSACP-COSA1U

•

alli-

ance agree among themselves about the basics of an unwritten contract at the
expense of the unorganised and weaker sections of the population."zs The "un-

organised and weaker sections of the population" live predominantly in the rural
areas. They are not totally unorganised. This is where traditional, tribal authority,
particularly in KwaZulu/Natal, Eastern Cape and Mpwnalanga still holds sway.

During the recent local gt'vemment elecdons these traditioxW leaden insisted
that they become part of the emerging democratic structures without being
subjected to normal electoral politics. They are not without influence, partienlady in KwaZuluIN acal, and Buthelezi is their champion. The ANC has targeted
the rural poor as potentially major beneficiaries of the RDP policy. If they succeed it will soften the "insider-outsider" problem. If they do not, the outsiders
may wd! be the source of new and intensified ethnic conflict.
The potential for racial outbidding. All the major political parties. including
the white right-wing Freedom Front, have studiously avoided playing racial
politics. Within the ANC it may very well be a legacy of the non-racism of the
IS
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SAO> and older African nationalists. However, it would be foolish to overlook
the possibility of racial outbidding manifesting itself in education, jobs in the
civil service, access to agricultural land and provisions of basic services at local
government level. If electoral politics is not geared toward rewarding moderation rather than extremism, racial outbidding becomes almost irresistible for
demagogues of all persuasions. $0 far, South Africa has been spared this.

Part of the "six pillar strategy" of the government of national unity to promote "growth and development" is a national aime prevention strategy.26 If it
succeeds only halfway, it will be a major source of civil security and stability
across the political spectrum. If it does not, crime could wreck attempts to consolidate democracy.
According to Callaghy, South Africa has a "weak neighbourhood

effect".27

Unlike the Pacific Rim countries, where a Chinese entrepreneurial class that
transcends national boundaries, strong capitalist democracy in Japan and a
strong culture of "domestic civic market competence" combined to stimulate
strong economic gro'Wth, South Africa's neighbourhood is a collection of countries with considerable economic dependency and a low internal capacity for
sustained economic development at the moment. This presents the South African government with another conundrum: the more successful it is in economic
development, the more attractive it becomes to its neighbours, whose citizens
will flock to South Africa and put more pressure on the infrastructure emerging
to meet the socio-economic needs of its own citizens. At the same time, countries like Angola, Zambia, Botswana, Zimbabwe and Upnda have the potential
for growth. This, however, would require a policy of combined regional development. How does South Africa balance the needs of the region with its Own

needs for internal development?
These imponderables, and there are others, will certainly affect the way in
which the emerging ANC government manages the relationship between democracisation and economic reform. However, it is not all just heavy weather on
the march toward 1999.

Some Plusses on the Road
Han[ talks about the need. in deeply divided societies to cultivate an "inclusive
syncretistic nationalism". South Africa has, in a remarkably short space of time
managed, quite painlessly, to develop tranScending symbols of solidarity. The

2ó

Thabo Mbeki addressed the Inter-Governmental

Fonun (IGF) on27tb. November, 1995, where

he proposed a "six pillar srraregy" for National Growth and Development.
27

Qillaghy,

T.: Afric~. Back

to

the Furuu,JOD, Vol. 5, No 4, October 1994, pp. 60-62.
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old flag and national anthem have been replaced with a minimum of disc;omfof't
and disruption. Mandela's quite open political exploitation of major sporting
events has had a major impact in Strengthening the acceptability of these new
symbols. This combined with the egalitm;m thrust of liberal democracy and the
creation of a free-market economy has undermined the centrifugal tendencies
normally associated with deeply divided societies.
One of the remarkable developments in our transition has been the COntinuing commitment to ccnsrirurionalism or constitutional government. The WTf
in which a movement like the ANC, previously attracted to the idea of "a vanguard role" in redressing historical imbalances, and the Nationalist Party, which
believed that no rules applied when it came to the question of survival, have deferred to constitutional govemment is nothing short of astonishing. Two incidents serve to confirm this: fU'stly, the way in which Mandela accepted the ruling
of the Constitutional Court about the unconstitutionality if his and parliament's
action§8, and secondly, Mandda's refusal to intervene in the prosecution of
General Magnus Malan and other top ranking generals for alleged political
crimes, This indicates a determination to institutionalise acceptance of the rule
of law and constitutional government.

It

One of the most important: differences between the transitions in East and
Central Europe and South Africa is the existence of a falrly sophisticated banking, commercial and industrial system. in the latter. We do not have to create
markets from scratch, so the commitment to introduce free-market reforms
builds on available infrastructure that does not demand a great deal of fundamental restructuring. Even with all the traumas and tribulations of transirion
that I have referred to above, the South. African economy continues to grow_ In
deciding on prioritising for democracy in favour of economic refonn, the
emerging ANC govemment has something to work with on "the other side".

Conclusion
I return to Bergman. He putS the question: "Is an ideology-free society possible?" Together with him, I lament that it is unlikdy. He poses the further question: "Is an ideology-free society desirable?" And again, with him I concur that
"an ideology-free society is a conswnmation devoutly to be desired, if for no
other reason than the humanity, the intelligence and the courage it takes to bear

li

Mandeb. :and Parliament decided to take a short an in amending the Local GoVetDIDeDt TraDSÏtiOD. Aa (tGTA) for the purposes of meeting the deadline 'lor the Local Gov~t
EIec.
tions. This W3!l challenged by the NatiolW Party and the Con.stitutional Court ruled against

Mandela and Parliament.
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life without the suppOrt of an ideological illusion. "7'1 But this in itself is a value
preference without any ideological illusion.
However, if an ideology-free society seems improbable, it is better in South
Africa to live with the ideological pretensions of "a liberal democracy" and Na
free-market economy" thm to be held hostage to the ideological delusions of
"ethnic exclusivisrn, "racism", "[acobia egalitarianism" and old fasruoned "fascism". It may JUSt help us to bury the dead hand of the past and approach the
future a bit more open- ended.

19

Bergman, G.: Op cit., p.138.
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